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Aer lingus carry on suitcase size

If your trip is partly or completely with another airline, the discount may be different. For more information, please visit the websites of our partner airline. Connecting routes Aer Lingus for travel between North America and the United Kingdom or continental Europe, the checked baggage allowance applies
to all flights within the route unless there is a stop in Ireland of more than 12 hours. In this case, for each flight within the route, the relevant short-haul or long-haul baggage code shall apply to that part of the journey. The relevant short-term or long-term rules shall apply to routes booked as separate
reserved reservations. If the reservation was aerlingus.com, you can book luggage in advance. You must be familiar with your booking reference, departure airport, arrival airport and the email address used to make the booking. If you do not book online, you will need to contact our booking department to
book your luggage in advance. Aer Lingus will hand over baggage as a courtesy to any carrier that has a baggage agreement. Documentation of the route showing the flights of Aer Lingus and the partner carrier on the same ticket is required. This includes: American Airlines, Air France, Air India, Alaska
Airlines, Finnair, British Airways, Air China, China Airlines, Cathay Pacific, China Southern, Emirates, Etihad, Gulf Air, Iberia, Japan Airlines, KLM, Kenya Airways, Kuwait Airways, Malaysian, Martin Air, Northwest, Austrian Airlines, Pakistan Airlines, Qantas, Qatar Airways, South African Airways,
Singapore Airlines, Thai Airlines, United Airlines, Sri Lankan Airlines, US Airways , Virgin Atlantic and JetBlue Airways. Travel within Europe General sports equipment rules Before the day of departure, you will be charged online: Sports equipment, sports equipment, surfboards, ski equipment and
snowboards) for a fee of EUR 40.00 or equivalent. Payment at the airport on the day of departure: Sports equipment( golf bags, fishing equipment, surfboards, ski equipment and snowboards) will be charged for EUR 50.00 or equivalent. Passengers may travel up to 1 item per passenger, excluding
infants. The maximum permissible weight for the transport of such equipment shall be 23 kg. If the weight exceeds this limit, passengers will be charged an additional baggage fee in addition to the flat rate. Bicycles, diving equipment and surf equipment cannot be booked online. Bicycles must be booked
in advance if they are contacted by aerlingus.com customer service. The bike fee is €50.00 or equivalent. Up to six pre-booked bicycles can be carried on each aircraft. Bicycles must be packed in boxes or To pack bicycles, passengers are advised to remove the front wheel and attach it to the frame,
lower the handlebars and saddle, and with the frame and turn the pedals. Fees are non-refundable. Sports weapons cannot be booked online and can only be delivered under the following conditions: Our Booking Department will receive relevant details at least 48 hours prior to travel. Sport Guns
disassembled and packaged a case. Sports weapons, ammunition and ammunition must be packed separately from other baggage. Sports weapons, ammunition and cartridges should be available for security inspection. Ammunition is limited to 5kg per passenger. Ammunition must be packed in
containers made of wood, metal or fireboard, the contents of which must be protected from any movement. Only the owner of a licensed firearm can log on to a sports pistol when presenting their valid firearms permit. Note: Sports weapons/firearms/ammunition may not be carried on Aer Lingus Regional
flights. Sports equipment charges (per item, one way flight) below Sports equipment under 23kg/50lbs Online Airport EUR 40.00 EUR 50.00 GBP 40.00 GBP 40.00 CZK 1100 CZ 14 00 CHF 42 CHF 52 PLN 175 PLN 225 Ft 12100 Ft 15125 DKK 310 DKK 390 Sports equipment belongs to the category of
normal baggage allowance rules/restrictions. The restriction on the size/weight of cabin baggage may be carried in the passenger compartment in accordance with the restriction on the size/weight of cabin baggage. If the device is larger than the size of the permissible cabin baggage and the passenger
wishes to carry it in the cabin, he or she must purchase an additional (window) seat for the instrument. This can be done online and the usual taxes and fees apply. The instrument must be occupied in the guest's surname and the first or first name as ONE, as well as smith/ONE CELLO MS or
SMITH/ONE SAXOPHONE MR. The weight of the device, including the carrying case, must not exceed 75 kg/165 lbs. Larger musical equipment (including, but not limited to, double bass, harp and drums) is not suitable for carriage in the cabin. However, these items can be transported online for €40.00
in the aircraft's cargo space and €50.00 (subject to change) for an additional fee in the aircraft's cargo space. The maximum dimensions of the Aer Lingus Regional for driving on the seat are as follows: width x depth x height = 41 cm x 58 cm x 94 cm (16 ins x 23 ins x 37 ins.) In order to ensure that the
instrument fits the aircraft safely and safely, it is the responsibility of the passengers to ensure that the instrument is within these dimensions before the seat is purchased. Passengers travelling in Aer Lingus Regional who have purchased a seat for their instrument are asked to check in at the departure
airport, not check in online. This is so that the check-in agent can determine the exact weight of the instrument, including the carrying case, and that the seat next to the passenger is covered and is only for the instrument Flying is always an adventurous experience. If you are At Aer Lingus for your
upcoming trip, you'll find everything you need here about the latest Aer Lingus baggage policy. This article contains the latest updates on Aer Lingus airlines baggage rules, baggage charges, baggage size, and the cabin baggage allowance details. Scroll down to learn about the weight limits, personal



item size and extra baggage charges for Aer Lingus cabin baggage. Aer Lingus Cabin Baggage Policy 2020-2021: The Aer Lingus baggage allowance allows you to carry one bag and one personal item per passenger who receives a ticket. These two bags are free. However, if the carry on bag weighs
more and exceeds the dimensions, then you need to take them check-in luggage for fees. A personal item like (small handbag, laptop bag, baby changing bag) should be in a smaller, fitting space under the seat. As well, be sure to carry bags you bring to fit the storage gauge on the aircraft. What are the
dimensions and weight limits of Aer Lingus cabin baggage? First, the maximum weight of your luggage can be up to 10 kg or (22lb). Then the dimensions of the Aer Lingus continue to pass should be within 21.5 x 15.5 x 9.5 inches or 55 x 40 x 24 centimeters, including wheels and handles. Secondly, the
maximum size of the personal element should be within 10 x 13 x 8 inches 25 x 33 x 20 cm. Anything that exceeds these provisions is considered to be overweight or size baggage. The permitted items of Aer Lingus carry luggage: Liquids, aerosols, gels and creams in a transparent plastic zipper bag of
quart size up to only 100 ml. Medications, but in most cases, you should inform the filter material that you carry liquid medicine apart from the one liter-sized liquids bag. According to the TSA, 12 0z/ 350 ml of dust can be transported. However, the filter materials are subjected to separate filtration and
further testing. The needle of the medical syringe is only allowed if the passenger will need it during the flight. It has to be a precarious package. There may be glass and fragile items in the carry-on luggage. And pack them safely, only after TSA screening. Electric razors are acceptable for handbags.
Roller skating and roller skating are allowed. E-cigarettes and steam equipment can be in hand luggage. Also, remember that the liquid need for these items should fit the liquid rules. Straighteners, curling irons and dryers. Baby formula, breast pumps and food for babies. TSA Cabin Liquid Rules What
are the TSA PreCheck Guidelines What are the limited items in Aer Lingus carry-on luggage? Liquids above 100 ml must not be allowed. Sharp objects such as scissors, knives, blades, needles, axes or swords. Straight razors and other types of data are not permitted in cabin baggage. Baseball bats, ski
poles, billiards, bows and arrows, hockey sticks, golf clubs are not allowed. ammunition and explosives. Self-defense sprays like are not permitted. Any tool. For example, hammers, screwdrivers, etc. Flammable chemicals and objects such as fireworks and paint thinners, etc. Pool chemicals like bleach
and more. Powders over 350 ml / 12 oz. Please refer to the TSA's prohibited carry on items guidelines, for more listings. What are Aer Lingus' extra baggage charges? If the cabin baggage is too heavy or too large, it must be put in the hold and subject to the applicable charges. However, if you are flying
on connecting flights, please also check the baggage allowance of that airline. Travelling with sports equipment and musical instruments in Aer Lingus: You can bring smaller instruments on board as hand luggage used on the base. Of course, make sure that they fit the dimensions and weight restrictions.
For medium-sized devices, you can buy an additional (window) seat. This lot must not exceed 75 kg or 94 x 58 x 41 cm. And it is also allowed to check sports equipment in the cargo hold, but only one item per person is allowed, and no lot exceeds 23 kg of weight. For more information about the Aer
Lingus Carry on baggage policy, please go to the Aer Lingus website. And all the information is general. For updates and the latest policies, you can always contact the booking desk or check online. FAQ: Can I bring 2 cabin baggage for Aer Lingus? The Aer Lingus cabin hand allowance allows for a
dedicated personal item and a carry-on. Can I get you a duffel bag and a backpack as hand luggage? The short answer is yes. But that's not always the right answer. Depending on the size and appearance of the duffel bag, it may not look like a normal personal item, like a briefcase or handbag. Many
airlines specifically list a briefcase, handbag, or small backpack as a personal item. Does the bag qualify as a handbag? Most airlines allow you to bring a carry-on and a personal item on the plane. Personal items can consist of a wide variety of objects and include wallets, cameras, laptops and diaper
bags. Items such as coats, magazines and pillows do not count towards any quota. Quota.
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